We present detailed analytical modelling and in-depth investigation of wide-angle reflect-mode metagrating beam splitters. These recently introduced ultrathin devices are capable of implementing intricate diffraction engineering functionalities with only a single meta-atom per macro-period, making them considerably simpler to synthesize than conventional metasurfaces. We extend upon recent work and focus on electrically-polarizable metagratings, comprised of loaded conducting wires in front of a perfect elecric conductor, excited by transverse-electric polarized fields, which are more practical for planar fabrication. The derivation further relates the metagrating performance parameters to the individual meta-atom load, facilitating an efficient semianalytical synthesis scheme to determine the required conductor geometry for achieving optimal beam splitting. Subsequently, we utilize the model to analyze the effects of realistic conductor losses, reactance deviations, and frequency shifts on the device performance, and reveal that metagratings feature preferable working points, in which the sensitivity to these non-idealities is rather low. The analytical relations shed light on the physical origin of this phenomenon, associating it with fundamental interference processes taking place in the device. These results, verified via full-wave simulations of realistic physical structures, yield a set of efficient engineering tools, as well as profound physical intuition, for devising future metagrating devices, with immense potential for microwave, terahertz, and optical beam-manipulation applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metasurfaces have demonstrated in the past few years an exceptional ability to implement a myriad of electromagnetic functionalities, forming highly-efficient ultrathin devices for engineered beam refraction [1] [2] [3] [4] , reflection [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , focusing [10, 11] , polarization manipulation [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , controlled absorption [17] [18] [19] , cloaking [20] [21] [22] , and advanced radiation pattern molding [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , to name a few. These devices are typically designed by prescribing suitable continuous metasurface constituents (macroscopic design), implementing a desirable field transformation via the corresponding generalized sheet transition conditions (GSTCs) [29] [30] [31] [32] . Subsequently, the continuous design specifications are discretized into subwavelength unit cell sizes, and realized using appropriate polarizable particles (microscopic design).
While numerous efficient semianalytical macroscopic design methods were developed in recent years (e.g., [4, 7, 8, 14, 33, 34] ), allowing conceptual implementation of advanced field transformations via metasurfaces, translating the latter into physical structures remains a significant challenge. Most of the microscopic design schemes rely on full-wave numerical simulations to associate a given subwavelength structure with its equivalent meta-atom constituents, yielding a lookup table that is utilized for general metasurface realization. However, whether in microwave or optical frequencies, bianisotropic metasurfaces, typically necessary for complex beam manipulation, require simultaneous tuning * epsteina@ee.technion.ac.il of multiple degrees of freedom at the meta-atom level [4, 12, 14, 15, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] ; relying on full-wave optimization to engineer each and every meta-atom quickly becomes unreasonable, especially for generally-inhomogeneous metasurfaces (e.g., [7, 9, 25] ).
Very recently, several authors have revisited the problem of perfect reflection, aiming at fully-coupling a plane wave incoming from a given angle to a reflected plane wave propagating towards a desirable (non-specular) direction, based on diffraction grating principles [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . This problem, which was recently shown to be quite challenging to solve using metasurfaces [7-9, 46, 47] , turned out to be fully solvable with periodic structures, having only a single or a few subwavelength meta-atoms in each macro-period (whose dimensions are comparable to the wavelength). In contrast to metasurfaces that implement the same functionality, which are comprised of numerous different meta-atoms in a macro-period, these so-called metagratings only require the design of a single polarizable particle to achieve an optimal 100% conversion from incident to reflected waves; thus, they substantially overcome the aforementioned microscopic design challenge associated with metasurfaces.
This complexity reduction is facilitated by the fact that metagratings aim at cancelling a finite number of spurious propagating diffraction modes, whereas the metasurfaces implement a prescribed field transformation, which does not allow any undesirable diffraction mode (neither propagating nor evanescent) to be excited [48] . Although this destructive interference mechanism by which efficient diffraction engineering can be achieved is known for many years from the field of dielectric gratings (e.g., [49] [50] [51] ), a rigorous scheme to determine the optimal grating ge-ometry was absent, and designs were mainly based on physical intuition and numerical optimization.
In a recent paper, Ra'di et al. [44] developed a rigorous analytical methodology to design metagratings for perfect engineered reflection, based on a periodic array of identical subwavelength particles situated in free space, backed by a perfect electric conductor (PEC). Formulating the fields as a superposition of the fields scattered in the absence of the particle array and the fields generated by the array itself, they found conditions on the required array-PEC separation distance and the effective grid impedance that will guarantee that (1) the specular reflection will destructively interfere with the corresponding Floquet-Bloch (FB) harmonics radiated by the particle array; and (2) all of the incident power will be coupled to a different (prescribed) FB mode. This facilitated perfect reflection via a single-element periodic structure; once the distance between the particle grid and the PEC was determined for given angles of incidence and reflection, the physical structure of the meta-atom was achieved via a simple parametric sweep. Furthermore, it was demonstrated therein that using meta-atoms with more degrees of freedom (e.g., bianisotropic), extends the applicability of such metagratings to additional scenarios.
Recognizing the potential of these novel devices for advanced beam manipulation, we present in this paper a thorough investigation of their fundamental properties. In contrast to [44] , which utilized magneticallypolarizable particles excited by transverse magnetic (TM) fields, we treat herein electrically-polarizable metagratings, excited by transverse electric (TE) fields (Fig.  1) .
Focusing on electrically-polarizable particles in the form of loaded conductive wires has two merits. First, such structures are more practical from a realization point of view, as they can be naturally integrated into planar devices, as was vastly demonstrated for microwave, terahertz, and optical metasurfaces (e.g., [12, 15, 24, [52] [53] [54] ). Second, it allows harnessing of wellestablished analytical models [30, 55, 56] for formulation of efficient and insightful synthesis and analysis schemes.
Indeed, we utilize these models to derive a detailed semianalytical design methodology for reflective metagratings; for simplicity, we focus on perfect wide-angle beam-splitting [ Fig. 1(a) ], a functionality that was found to be challenging for metasurfaces [8, 32] , and was mentioned in passing in [44] . Our derivation goes one step beyond [44] , deriving analytical expressions for the required individual-wire load impedances. For the capacitive loads suitable for the beam-splitting functionality, we show that this detailed formulation enables analytical determination of the physical dimensions of the required printed-capacitor copper traces, requiring only a single numerical simulation at the frequency of operation.
In addition, we use the detailed analytical model to examine the metagrating performance as a function of load impedance and operating frequency; the model can readily accommodate realistic copper traces with finite conductivity, allowing us to shed light on the role of losses. Our analysis reveals that the metagrating features preferable working points, where the sensitivity to load reactance deviations is low, losses are less pronounced, and the bandwidth is relatively large. These operating conditions are directly linked to fundamental interference processes taking place in the device, as pointed out by the analytical formulation.
These results yield physical insight as well as efficient and intuitive engineering tools for synthesis and analysis of future metagratings, laying the groundwork for practical realization of these devices, and extension of their range of applications.
II. THEORY A. Formulation
We consider a 2D configuration (∂/∂x = 0) excited by TE-polarized fields (E z = E y = H x = 0), in which a Λ-periodic array of loaded conducting wires is situated at z = −h below a PEC, occupying the plane z = 0 [ Fig.  1(a) ]. The half-plane z < 0 is filled with a (passive lossless) homogeneous medium with permittivity and permeability µ, defining the wavenumber k = ω √ µ and the wave impedance η = µ/ for time-harmonic fields e jωt . The wires are of width w λ, Λ and thickness t w, where λ = 2π/k is the wavelength at the operating frequency f = ω/ (2π), and are assumed to be uniformly loaded by a distributed impedance per-unit-length ofZ [ Fig. 1(b)-(c) ]. In practice, this distributed impedance is implemented by lumped loads, repeating in a periodic fashion along the x-axis with a deep-subwavelength period L.
As denoted, our goal is to find the array-PEC distance h and the load impedanceZ that yield full and equal coupling of a normally-incident plane wave into two plane waves, reflected towards ±θ out . We start by formulating the total fields in the problem, which can be written as a superposition of the fields in the absence of the wire array, and the fields generated due to the (yet to be determined) current I induced on the wires due to these "external" fields. Each of these sets of fields should comply with the boundary conditions at the PEC, namely, E x (y, z)| z→0 − = 0. Consequently, the external fields are composed of a normally-incident and normally-reflected plane waves
where E in is the given excitation amplitude. The fields produced by the metagrating are a sum of an infinite array of electric line sources at positions (y, z) = (nΛ, −h), n ∈ Z, and their image sources, symmetrically positioned at (y, z) = (nΛ, h), carrying the same currents with a π phase difference. Due to the periodic configuration and the symmetric excitation, the induced currents I are identical for all the wires [30] , and the corresponding fields are given by
where H (2) 0 (Ω) is the zeroth-order Hankel function of the second kind.
To evaluate the fields generated by the wires at z = −h, we utilize the Poisson formula [30] , stating that for a given function f (l)
Using Eq. (3) with
and considering the Fourier transform of the Hankel function is given by [57, Eqs.
where β = k 2 − k 2 t , {β} ≤ 0, Eq. (2) can be written as [30] 
where
We can now observe that the interaction of the external fields with the periodic wire array gives rise to a series of scattered FB harmonics, where the mth term of the summation in Eq. (5) corresponds to the mth FB mode. The total electric fields are thus given by E tot
(y, z), and the tangential magnetic fields can be readily derived from them via Maxwell's equations for this TE case, reading
In the framework of our detailed analysis, we strive to tie the physical structure of the meta-atom (loaded wire) to the design requirements. To this end, we recall that the relation between the total fields at the wire position and the induced currents is given by the distributed impedanceZ via Ohm's law, E tot x (y, z)| (y,z)→(0,−h) =ZI [30] . In order to write this expression explicitly, due to the divergence of the Hankel function at (y, z) → (0, −h), we have to refine our approximation of the current-carrying wire as a line source of infinitesimal radius, and take into account the actual wire dimensions [ Fig. 1(c) ]. As t w λ, we can use the flat wire model in [30] , treating the wire as a conducting cylinder of effective radius r eff = w/4. Consequently, using Eqs. (1) and (2) we can write Ohm's law as
0 (k |nΛ|)
from which the current induced by the applied fields can be evaluated, for a givenZ. Alternatively, Eq. (6) can be used to assess the requiredZ to obtain a certain induced current. Subsequently, we follow [30] to develop Eq. (6) into a more useful format, expressing the requiredZ to yield a prescribed E in /I ratio (to be derived in Subsections II B and II C). In particular, as w λ, the second term in the right-hand side (RHS) can be approximated by the asymptotic expression of the Hankel function for small arguments [58 
Λβ m − j 1 2πm ,
in which the infinite summation converges very well.
B. Eliminating specular reflection
As shown in [44] , with the available degrees of freedom, namely, h andZ, we can only eliminate a single FB mode. Thus, to successfully couple all the incident power to the FB modes propagating towards ±θ out , these have to be the only FB modes (other than the fundamental specular reflection) that are propagating. This requirement imposes two constraints on our design. First, the angles ±θ out should correspond to the ±1 propagating FB modes; following Eq. (5) this implies that
Second, all the other higher-order FB modes (|m| ≥ 2) should be evanescent, implying, from Eqs. (5) and (8) , that
Let us apply these constraints on the field expressions, and write the total fields E tot,< x below the metagrating (z < −h) using Eqs. (1) and (5) . These read 
where we used β m −jα m (α m ≥ 0, ∀ |m| ≥ 2) in the terms corresponding to the evanescent modes according to Eq. (9).
From Eq. (10) it is quite clear that our only means to eliminate the specular reflection (second term in RHS) is to form destructive interference with the fundamental FB mode of the wire-generated fields (third term in RHS) [44] . Consequently, we are required to tune the physical configuration of Fig. 1 (c) such that
C. Perfect beam splitting
Once we have eliminated specular reflections via Eq. (11), we should guarantee that all of the incident power indeed couples to the two plane waves propagating towards ±θ out (i.e., the ±1 FB modes). Although these are the only propagating modes that are left [Eq. (10)], the incident power could be partially absorbed by the metagrating, reducing the device performance; in this subsection, we derive the condition to avoid this undesirable absorption.
In order to ensure that all the incident power is coupled to the two reflected beams, we merely need to require that the net real power crossing a certain plane z = z p < −h vanishes; this means that the real power incident upon the metagrating is reflected in its entirely. As the ±1 FB modes are the only propagating modes that remain after the elimination of specular reflection, this implies that all the incident power is coupled to these modes; due to the problem symmetry, the same amount of power is coupled to each of these plane waves.
The overall real power crossing the plane z = z p < −h in one period is defined as
Due to he problem periodicity, it is sufficient to show that the real power integrated over a single period indeed vanishes to guarantee full coupling as discussed above. Subsequently, the perfect beam-splitting condition P tot z (z p ) = 0 can be written explicitly by substituting Eq. (10) (and its z-derivative, corresponding to the tangential magnetic fields) into Eq. (12), integrating, and equating to zero. This yields a second condition on the metagrating parameters, namely,
Note that as we consider a passive lossless medium { , µ} ∈ R, the perfect beam-splitting condition is independent of the choice of z p . Substituting the specular reflection elimination condition Eq. (11) into Eq. (13), still considering a passive lossless medium {k, η} ∈ R, yields E = cos θ out sin 2 (kh) − 2 sin 2 (kh cos θ out ) = 0, (14) which is a nonlinear equation from which the required wire-PEC separation distance h can be numerically/graphically evaluated, setting our first degree of freedom. Compared with the analogous Eq. (4) of [44] , we can observe that the interference terms (trigonometric functions with arguments kh and kh cos θ out ) feature now sines instead of cosines (due to difference between image theory for TE and TM polarized sources), and the perfactors correspond to the wave impedances of the various propagating modes (note that herein we have three distinct propagating FB modes). After fixing h following Eq. (14), Eqs. (11) and (13) can be substituted into Eq. (7) to obtain an explicit expression for the distributed impedanceZ, reading
setting our second degree of freedom. The benefits of providing direct access to the individual wire load in our synthesis scheme are apparent already from a brief look at Eq. (15) . It can be readily verified that the RHS is purely imaginary; this indicates that in order to have full coupling of the incident plane wave into the two symmetrical diffraction modes, the wire should be loaded by a purely reactive impedance. This is consistent with our previous observation that only losses could prevent perfect beam-splitting once the specular reflection elimination condition of Eq. (11) is satisfied, and thus should ideally be avoided.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Synthesis
We first use the developed formalism to demonstrate an efficient way for synthesizing perfect metagrating beam splitters. To this end, for a given desirable θ out , we find (via a simple numerical MATLAB code) the separation distance h that minimizes E of Eq. (14) . The optimal wire-PEC distance is presented in Fig. 2 as a function of the splitting angle, where we have chosen the smallest h satisfying Eq. (14) for each θ out . This a universal curve, which is valid for all operating frequencies (note that h is expressed in wavelength units). Therefore, we may conclude that it is feasible to implement all the possible beam splitters with metagrating devices whose thickness is less than the operating wavelength. Subsequently, to evaluate the required distributed impedance (the other degree of freedom we need to set), we substitute these optimal h values ( Fig. 2) into Eq. (15), considering the suitable metagrating period Λ for each splitting angle [Eq. (8)]. For a fixed conductor width w [ Fig. 1(c) ], typically limited by manufacturing constraints, this design curve does depend on the operation frequency, due to the expression in the second row of Eq. (15) [recall that r eff = w/4]. Thus, to proceed with our device synthesis, we need to fix w, and consider specific operating frequencies.
Throughout this paper, we will consider the printed capacitor geometry presented in Fig. 1(c) for implementing the distributed load (the reasons for choosing a distributed capacitance will become apparent shortly). The trace width and trace separation are fixed to w = s = 3mil = 76.2µm [ Fig. 1(c) ], following typical fabrication tolerances [24, 60] . This structure repeats itself periodically every L = λ/10 along the x-axis, forming an approximately-homogeneous distributed capacitance. The equivalent impedance per-unit-lengthZ of this formation can be thus tuned by modifying the capacitor width W , which is approximately linearly-proportional to the capacitance [61] .
Using this geometry, we plot in Fig. 3 (a) the required distributed reactanceX {Z} as a function of the splitting angle for the operating frequency f = 10GHz (λ ≈ 30mm), obtained from Eq. (15) and the results of Fig. 2 . As can be observed, the required reactance is negative for all considered θ out ; thus, a capacitive loading is required, given by C = −1/(2πf LX), which explains the chosen meta-atom geometry [ Fig. 1(c) ].
The last step to obtain a detailed physical realization involves assessing the required capacitor width W that implements the prescribed quasi-static capacitance C. To this end, we can use certain analytical approximations for the capacitance of coplanar strips; however, as these do not usually consider residual capacitance formed due to the vertical lines connecting the printed capacitors (i.e., the wire itself), a frequency-dependent correction factor K corr should be incorporated into these formulas. Fortunately, as the capacitance is predominantly proportional to the capacitor width W , once this correction factor is assessed via full-wave simulations for one working point, it can be used to generate other designs, as long as the operation frequency remains the same. Specifically, we follow [62, Eq. (7.64)], which for our case of w = s yields the following approximation for the required capacitor width
We use a commercial finite-elements solver, ANSYS HFSS, to compare the analytical predictions (Section II) with full-wave simulations of the metagrating realization. For a given θ out , the simulation domain consists of a PEC at z = 0 and a loaded-wire meta-atom [ Fig. 1(c) ] at the corresponding z = −h (Fig. 2) , placed inside a 2D Master-Slave periodic boundary conditions [Λ-periodic along the y-axis and L-periodic along the x-axis, cf. Fig.  1(a),(b) ], excited by a Floquet port at z = −2λ. The standard value of σ = 58 × 10 6 S/m was used to simulate realistic copper conductivity, further enhancing the fidelity of the simulation results.
First, to evaluate K corr at f = 10GHz, we consider the configuration corresponding to θ out = 80
• (chosen arbitrarily), and sweep the capacitor width around the value predicted by Eq. (16) without correction (K corr = 1) to find the actual optimal W , which yields the highest power coupling to the ±1 FB modes. The ratio between the uncorrected and the optimal W forms the required correction factor, which is found to be K corr @10GHz = 0.83.
Next, we use this value with Eq. (16) and the prescribed distributed impedance Fig. 3(a) to predict the required capacitor width for all other θ out ; Figure 3 (b) presents the required W values (blue solid line) obtained in this manner. Subsequently, for representative split angles in the range θ out = 35
• to θ out = 89
• , we sweep W in full-wave simulations around the predicted value to find the actual optimal capacitor width; these optima are denoted using red circles in Fig. 3(b) . As can be observed, excellent agreement between the semianalytical predictions [Eq. (16) ] and the optimal values is obtained. This points out another advantage of the detailed analytical model used in this paper, namely, its ability to provide a very good prediction of the optimal physical dimensions of the meta-atom geometry. Figure 4 presents the field distributions as obtained from the analytical predictions [Eqs. (1), (5), (11) , and (14)] and from full-wave simulations with the realistic metagrating elements of Fig. 1(c) and the optimal capacitor widths of Fig. 3(b) , for several representative split angles. These plots reflect an excellent agreement between the analytical theory and the simulated actual devices, except for small regions around the meta-atoms (denoted in dotted white circles of diameter 0.1λ), where the uniformly-loaded singular wire model used in the analytical calculations fails to account for the finite-size copper trace geometry used in simulations.
A closer look reveals that although the predicted and simulated field interference patterns almost-perfectly match, the absolute field amplitudes in the simulated results are lower than the predicted ones (note that the same colorbar scale is used). While for most considered designs these deviations are rather minor, for certain split angles, e.g. for θ out = 60.5
• [Fig. 4 (e),(f)], the differences are quite significant. This reduction in field amplitude is related to conductor losses, which are taken into account in the simulated realistic design, but were so-far ignored in the analytical model.
Indeed, as can be observed in Table I , summarizing the design specifications and simulated performance parameters for metagrating beam-splitters with various split angles (including those presented in Fig. 4) , certain values of θ out are more prone to losses than others. While (14), and a dotted white circle denotes a 0.1λ-diameter region around the metagrating element, within which analytical predictions for uniformly-loaded singular wires are expected to deviate from full-wave simulations of realistic copper traces. for most working points a high splitting efficiency is obtained, with more than 2 × 45% of the incident power coupled symmetrically to the ±1 FB modes, losses increase when θ out → 30
• , θ out → 60
• , and θ out → 90
• . Interestingly, the losses do not increase monotonically with increasing split angle, which implies that the performance reduction in metagratings is not related to impedance mismatch as is the case of Huygens' metasurfaces [4, 7, 9, 33, 48, 63] , but is rather driven by a different mechanism, yet to be investigated. Overall, Table I verifies that the simple single-element periodic metagratings can indeed reach very high splitting efficiencies even for extreme split angles, limited only by losses (note that specular reflection is practically negligible for all cases).
To further demonstrate the versatility of our synthesis scheme and analytical model, as well as to verify the observations made after Table I , we apply the prescribed methodology to design beam splitters at another frequency, f = 20GHz. Based on the required wire-PEC separation distances of Fig. 2 , which, as denoted, are frequency-invariant, we invoke Eqs. (15) and (16) once more to obtain the physical dimensions of the required meta-atoms [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The results are given in Fig. 5 , where we used the same procedure as before to evaluate the correction factor to be used in Eq. (16) . It was found that for f = 20GHz, this value is K corr = 0.89, using which the predictions for the optimal W [blue solid line in Fig. 5(b) ] were obtained. As can be seen in Fig.  5(b) , the simple relation of Eq. (16) can be still used to get good predictions for the required capacitor width at f = 20GHz. Although some of the actual optimal dimensions (red circles) deviate slightly more from the prediction, compared to the designs operating at f = 10GHz [ Fig. 3(b) ], the deviation at these points is not very large (∼ 10%). Thus, the analytical relations yield a very good starting-point value, which can be readily tuned to the optimum via a short parameter sweep. Table II summarizes the design specifications and simulated scattering performance of metagrating beamsplitters operating at f = 20GHz, corresponding to the optimal actual design points presented in Fig. 5(b) . The field distributions are practically identical to the ones presented in Fig. 4 (not shown), with some minor differences in simulated results, stemming from different effective losses at the two frequencies. Indeed, Table II reverifies that highly-effective suppression of specular reflection can be obtained via the proposed structure, corresponding to a near-unity splitting efficiency, limited only by conductor losses. Two interesting observations can be made upon comparison with the analogous designs at f = 10GHz, characterized in Fig. 4 and Table  I . First, losses at f = 20GHz are smaller by ∼ 20% compared to the ones recorded for metagratings operating at f = 10GHz, for each of the considered split angles. Second, similar to Table I, the losses are more pronounced when the split angle approaches certain working points, namely, when θ out → 30
• . Fortunately, the detailed analytical model presented in Section II is highly suitable for an in-depth analysis of this intriguing loss dependency, as shall be discussed in the following subsection.
B. Analysis
Our aim in this section is to analyze the performance of the beam-splitting metagratings synthesized in Section III A, when possible realistic deviations from the ideal design occur. More specifically, we would like to examine the dependency of the coupling efficiencies and Ohmic absorption in potential losses and load reactance inaccuracies, and probe the frequency response of these devices. As our detailed analytical model (Section II) directly links the design parameters to the device performance, we utilize it to explore these relations.
We begin by formally defining the various performance parameters to be investigated: the splitting efficiency η split is the fraction of incident power coupled to the ±1 modes (combined); the specular reflection efficiency η spec is the fraction coupled to specular reflection; and the losses η loss are the fraction absorbed in the conducting wires. Decomposing the real power crossing a certain plane z < −h [Eq. (12) ] into the corresponding modes, identified via their spatial dependency [Eq. (10)], we can write
where the dependency in the load impedance, not necessarily coinciding with the ideal value, enters via the fraction I/E in and Ohm's law [Eq. (7)]. Let us thus consider a general distributed load impedanceZ , not necessarily the purely-reactive optimal oneZ, derived in Eq. (15) . Thus, we can write any given load impedance asZ =Z + δR + jδX, where δR ∈ R corresponds to the distributed load (conductor) resistance, responsible for losses in the system, and δX ∈ R is the deviation from the optimal distributed reactance defined by Eq. (15) (e.g., due to manufacturing inaccuracies or a polychromatic excitation).
Recalling that for the devices under consideration, the wire-PEC separation h satisfies Eq. (14), Eq. (7) can be inverted to yield I/E in for a given (arbitrary) distributed load impedanceZ , reading
where the effective grid resistanceR g is defined as
corresponding to the ratio between the external fields at the wire position in the absence of the wire array [Eq.
(1)] and the current induced on the wires [Eq. (11) 
It can be easily verified that at the ideal optimal design point, i.e. δR = δX = 0, the coupling efficiencies are η split = 1 and η spec = η loss = 0, in consistency with the derivation in Section II.
Conductor loss
To examine the effect of conductor losses on the metagrating performance, we assume that the load reactance is tuned to the optimal value (δX = 0), and investigate the coupling efficiencies of Eq. (20) as a function of the load distributed resistance δR. It can be easily observed that the splitting efficiency gets its maximum for the lossless case δR/R g = 0, and monotonically decreases with increasing losses δR/R g > 0. For small losses, δR/R g 2, this decrease is mainly due to the increase in absorption. Thus, the device performance deteriorates to 90% of its maximal splitting efficiency approximately when 10% of the incident power is lost to absorption; quantitatively, this happens when
This is a very important result: it indicates that for small values of the effective grid resistanceR g , even a very small distributed wire resistance δR can result in a significant amount of losses. From another perspective, for given (constant) conductor losses, the overall absorption increases inversely proportional toR g . In fact, for such small wire resistance δR/R g 1, η loss of Eq. (20) can be approximated by
Thus, as revealed by Eq. (19), the working points in which the losses would be most pronounced are the ones where the product sin θ out sin 2 (kh) is minimal, i.e. when h → νλ/2, ν ∈ Z. Therefore, considering the wire-PEC separation dictated by Fig. 2 , we should expect increased losses at θ out → 60
• , where sin (kh) exactly vanishes, and around θ out → 30
• and θ out → 90 • , where sin (kh) approaches zero. Indeed, this is consistent with our former observations, cf. Tables I and II. The extent of losses, however, is not identical for all of these design points; this is due to the fact that the exact value ofR g around its minima also depends on sin θ out , and not only on the roots of sin (kh) [Eq. (19) ]. This dependency is not negligible, as can be seen from Fig. 6 , presentingR g as a function of the design parameters corresponding to θ out . For a given value of δR, this plot predicts, for instance, that the losses approaching θ out = 30
• will be comparable with the ones when approaching θ out = 60
• , but significantly larger than the losses very close to θ out = 90
• . On the other hand, Fig. 6 also points out the best working points, where the devices are the least sensitive to parasitic losses; these are indicated by the maxima ofR g , occurring around θ out ≈ 57
• and θ out ≈ 78
• . These observations, which are frequency invariant, are in consistency with the simulated results presented in Tables I and II. It is not a mere coincidence that losses in these structures are inversely proportional to sin θ out sin 2 (kh), for When sin (kh) → 0, the phase accumulated along the distance 2kh is a multiple of 2π; due to the π phase shift introduced by the PEC reflection, the source and image fields tend to cancel each other at z = −h [Eq. (10) ]. Thus, in order to compensate this destructive interference, the design scheme tunes the metagrating configuration as to induce very large currents on the wires, to still be able to generate the fields required to eliminate specular reflection. Hence, even the slightest amount of conductor losses would result in a significant power dissipation at these working point, due to the high currents involved. On the other hand, at operating conditions for which constructive interference takes place at z = −h, less currents will be required, and the device would be less susceptible to losses.
Formally, we can evaluate the fraction of absorbed power as the ratio between the power dissipated per period due to induced currents flowing through resistive load and the incident power density, reading
exactly as we estimated in Eq. (22) . Indeed, the high currents developing on the wires at the points of destructive image-source interference, i.e. when the denominator is vanishing, are responsible to the observed prominent losses. Note that we have used the nominal ratio |I/E in | given by Eq. (11) to assess η loss herein. For this reason, Eqs. (22) and (23) are valid only for small losses δR/R g 1; for more significant conductor losses, the induced current will deviate from Eq. (11), and the exact expressions Eq. (20) should be used.
Before concluding this subsection, we demonstrate how the analytical relation between η loss and δR can be harnessed to assess the distributed load resistance of the actual design. To this end, we plot in Fig. 7 the predicted absorption as a function of the distributed conductor loss δR, for the various metagrating beam splitters considered in Section III A, calculated via Eq. (20) . For each considered split angle θ out , corresponding to a different metagrating configuration (differentR g ), we have denoted by circles the losses η loss recorded in full-wave simulations: in Fig. 7(a) for the f = 10GHz metagratings, with the values documented in Table I , and in Fig. 7(b) for the f = 20GHz metagratings, as presented in Table II .
The δR values corresponding to these points represent the distributed load resistance that would, according to the theory [Eq. (20)], yield the observed absorption. As the conductor loss per-unit-length is mainly determined by the wire width w and operating frequency (through the skin depth δ skin ), with a minor dependency on the capacitor width W , we should expect a moreor-less constant δR for each one of the plots Fig. 7(a) and (b). Indeed, Fig. 7(a) evaluates the conductor loss at f = 10GHz to be δR = (18.3 ± 1.2) × 10 −3 [η/λ]; at f = 20GHz, the values extracted from Fig. 7(b) correspond to δR = (14.5 ± 1.2) × 10 −3 [η/λ]. As from Eqs. (22) and (23) the absorption is approximately proportional to δR for a given θ out , the ∼ 20% difference between the estimated δR values should translate into a ∼ 20% difference in η loss at the different operating frequencies, in consistency with the results recorded in Tables I and II. We compare these assessments with the analytical approximation for conductor resistance in [61, Eq. (4.11)], treating, once more, the flat w-wide wire [ Fig. 1(c) ] as a rounded conductor with an effective radius of r eff = w/4 [30] . This results in the following approximated expression for the distributed load resistance
where the copper conductivity σ is the same as the one used in simulations (Section III A), and the skin depth is given by δ skin = 2/ (2πf µ 0 σ); the vacuum permeability is µ 0 = 4π × 10 These results demonstrate the physical insight and quantitative tools provided by the detailed analytical model, directly relating the actual meta-atom geometry and constituents to the overall device losses. These relations indicate how the beam-splitter absorption can be tuned by suitable modification of the copper features, within the limitations posed by the metagrating configuration corresponding to the desirable split angle.
Reactance deviation and frequency response
Next, we examine the effect of small deviations from the optimal reactance value [Eq. (15) ] on the metagrating performance. In terms of the expressions for the coupling efficiencies defined in Eq. (20), we consider a metagrating with given (constant) conductor losses δR, and analyze the splitting efficiency η split as a function of the reactance deviation δX = 0. First, we observe that, regardless of the wire resistance, the maximal splitting efficiency is achieved for δX = 0; in other words, the value of the optimal reactance remains the one given by Eq. (15), independently of the losses in the system. This is notable, as in many devices, introduction of losses requires recalculation of the optimal reactive components (e.g., as in metasurfaces based on cascaded impedance sheets [14] ).
As before, we quantify the device sensitivity to deviation from the optimal set of parameters by calculating the reactance deviation δX 90% for which the splitting efficiency decreases to 90% of its maximal value, for a given small distributed resistance δR/R g 1. Using Eq. (20), we evaluate this value as
This result indicates that the device performance is most sensitive to load reactance deviations for working points in which sin θ out sin 2 (kh) is minimal [Eq. (19) ]. Although this proportionality toR g is very similar to the one discussed in Subsection III B 1 in the context of losses, we would like to offer here a somewhat different perspective to elucidate the origin of this dependency as it applies to reactance deviations. As discussed in the previous subsection, the wire-generated fields experience an image-source interference, affecting the ability to cancel specular reflection for a given induced current, following E wire x fund = −j (η/λ) I sin θ out sin (kh) [Eq. (10)]. Similarly, the incident and reflected fields also undergo the same interference effects, such that the total external field applied on the wires is E ext x | z=−h = 2jE in sin (kh) [Eq. (1)]. Effectively, this is the field that excites the current in the (passive) polarizable loaded wires, as to generate the desirable scattering phenomena.
Therefore, when sin (kh) → 0, both the external fields and the wire-generated fields destructively interfere at the metagrating plane z = −h. In other words, for a given incident field amplitude E in , the external field at the metagrating plane E ext x | z=−h would be very small; thus, it would be very challenging to excite significant currents in the passive loaded wires. On the other hand, for a given induced current I, the amplitude of the n = 0 FB harmonics E wire x fund would also be very small; thus, very high currents would be necessary to generate the fields required to eliminate specular reflection.
Overall, around these destructive interference working points, enormous currents are generated by vanishinglysmall exciting fields, by design. Consequently, the loaded wires effectively implement a transadmittance amplification system with an extremely-high gain. Therefore, any small deviation from the design specifications, equivalent to a shift in the effective "gain", would cause substantial discrepancies in the induced currents with respect to the required ones; subsequently, a rapid deterioration in the splitting efficiency is expected around these working points. According to the detailed analytical model, the severity of this double destructive interference effect can be quantified by the product of these two factors, namely,
2 (kh) = 1/R g , elucidating the dependency observed in Eq. (25) .
We can use Eq. (25) in conjunction with Eq. (16) to estimate the maximal allowed deviation in the capacitor width that would still retain η split above 90% of its maximum. The fractional capacitor-width deviation tolerance, ∆W/W , predicted correspondingly, is presented in Fig. 8 as a function of the split angle, for the metagratings synthesized in Section III A; for brevity, results are shown only for the designs operating at f = 20GHz. Simultaneously, we have extracted from full-wave simulations the actual tolerances obtained for the corresponding physical realizations [ Fig. 1(c) ]; these are denoted as red circles in Fig. 8 . The good agreement between the predicted and simulated values serves as another verification of the analytical model, demonstrating its efficacy in assessing the performance of a given design in terms of the detailed meta-atom geometrical parameters. Note that the working points in which slightly larger discrepancies occur are the ones for which the analytical model incurs slight errors in predicting the optimal capacitor width to begin with [ Fig. 5(b) ].
A comparison between Fig. 8 and Fig. 6 indicates that, as implied by Eq. (25) , the tolerance to inaccuracies in the load reactance follows closely the trend of R g . Specifically, the most sensitive working points occur for θ out → 30
• , wherẽ R g approaches its minima, and the highest tolerance is recorded around θ out ≈ 58
• and θ out ≈ 77
• , very close to the maxima ofR g . Nevertheless, a closer examination reveals that the position of the global maximum in the two figures is different. This is due to the fact that the fractional capacitor-width tolerance is dependent also at the nominal value of W , corresponding to the nominal reactance at each of the working points (Fig. 5) ; however, these nominal values are not taken into account in Eq. (25) . Therefore, while the general trends should be very similar, some quantitative differences are expected.
The same physical considerations lead us to hypothesize that the tolerance to changes in the operating frequency should also follow a trend similar to that ofR g . As discussed after Eq. (25) , at the points where the double destructive interference occur, the metagrating exhibits an extreme sensitivity to deviations from the nominal design parameters, due to the astronomical by-design induced-current-to-applied-field ratio. Correspondingly, around these working points we would expect the smallest operational bandwidth. Evaluating the 90% splitting efficiency bandwidth in closed form is more complicated, as frequency variations modify the effective splitting angle following Eq. (8), as well as cause deviations from the relation Eq. (15) between the load impedance and metagrating geometry; while linearization of the frequency response is possible, the analytical expressions are cumbersome, and yield little physical intuition. On the other hand, the bandwidth can be implicitly evaluated from the analytical model in a straightforward manner, allowing us to probe our hypothesis.
To this end, we calculate the scattered fields for metagratings designed at f = 20GHz (i.e. with fixed h, W , and Λ, extracted, respectively, from Fig. 2, Fig. 5 , and Eq. (8)), excited by normally-incident plane waves at different frequencies. As the distributed reactance at f = 20GHz is known and is capacitive [ Fig. 5(a) ], the load reactance as a function of frequency can be readily deduced by considering the typical inverse proportional dependency in frequency. Hence, the problem at hand reduces to the one of scattering off a given loaded wire array in front of a PEC, for which the fields below the metagrating are given by Eq. (10), with the induced current I evaluated via Eq. (7). The fraction of the incident power coupled to the various FB modes can be subsequently assessed from Eq. (17) . Note that when deriving these equations, we did not assume anything regarding the values of the metagrating parameters, making them applicable for the desirable calculation.
The fractional 90% splitting-efficiency bandwidth calculated correspondingly from the analytical model is presented in Fig. 9 (blue solid line) , along with the bandwidths extracted from the simulated metagrating geometries (red circles), as a function of the various split angles. The predicted and actual frequency bandwidths agree remarkably, demonstrating the high accuracy of the formulation when applied to realistic physical structures.
We note that within the frequency range indicated by ∆f the splitting efficiency remains very high, although the actual split angle varies with frequency [Eq. (8) frequency changes may drive the ±1 FB modes towards the evanescent spectrum, or allow higher FB modes to be excited, which also limits the achievable bandwidths. These bandwidths may not seem very impressive at first sight; however, one should bear in mind that these refer to 90% performance bandwidths, and not to the typical 50% (or 3dB) performance points. Hence, the values plotted in Fig. 9 actually correspond to a rather moderate frequency response (at least away from the plot minima), in consistency with the observations of [44] . Importantly, the evaluated fractional bandwidths confirm our hypothesis, as their trend clearly follows the one of the effective grid resistance [ Fig. 6 ]. Indeed, the working points in which the image-source interference causes high currents to be induced in response to very small applied fields (θ out → 30
• , θ out → 60 • , and θ out → 90 • ) exhibit the smallest bandwidths, due to the high sensitivity to small variations in the design parameters [see discussion after Eq. (25)]. On the other hand, away from these points of destructive interference, the device performance is quite stable with respect to moderate frequency variations, up to the inevitable change in the split angle.
IV. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have presented a detailed analytical model for metagrating beam splitters, based on loaded conducting wire arrays. With respect to previous reports, the formulation describes electrically-polarizable metagratings excited by TE-polarized fields, more practical for realization of planar devices, and derives explicit relations between the device performance parameters and the individual meta-atom load, including realistic losses. From a synthesis perspective, these relations allow an almost-analytical prediction of the required meta-atom geometry, significantly reducing the design effort. From an analysis point of view, the ability to naturally integrate conductor losses, and deviations from the nominal reactance and frequency operating conditions, provide a convenient analytical framework to investigate the effects of these parasitics on the metagrating performance.
Specifically, we have revealed that the metagratings feature distinct preferable working points. Both in terms of losses, as well in terms of reactance deviation and frequency response, designs that operate close to the points where the effective grid resistanceR g tends to zero are more prone to significant performance reduction, exhibiting extremely high sensitivity to conductor losses, load geometry inaccuracies, and frequency shifts. Relying on the analytical derivation, we have shown that these phenomena stem from fundamental interference processes taking place in the device. At these wire-PEC separation distances where destructive interference occurs for both the incident and wire-generated fields, extremely-high currents are expected to be excited by overall extremelylow effective fields. These extreme operating conditions lead to high sensitivity to design parameters as well as to significant losses, due to the large by-design transadmittance "gain" and large conducted currents. These physical effects are very basic and general, and thus are expected to be observed in any metagrating system of this sort.
Interestingly, these problematic working points are not correlated with the typical challenging operating conditions of beam-manipulating metasurfaces [4, 7, 9, 33, 48, 63] , in which performance reduction is commonly associated with large wave-impedance mismatch. In fact, for the investigated metagrating devices, some of the best working points actually occur for extremely wide-angle beam splitting.
The detailed model, verified with full-wave simulations of realistic physical structures, thus provides both a set of efficient semianalytical tools for synthesis and analysis, and physical insight regarding the dominant processes taking place within the device. Our observations also highlight the immense potential of these devices for a variety of wave-manipulating devices, in consistency with previous reports [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . In particular, when suitable working points are chosen, these metagratings can split a normally-incident beam into two equal-power beams propagating at very large oblique angles (∼ 80
• ) with minimal absorption, moderate bandwidth, and substantial resilience to fabrication inaccuracies. In fact, such a perfect wide-angle reflect-mode beam-splitting is still considered a very challenging problem to solve accurately with conventional metasurfaces [8, 32] , even though metagratings feature a much simpler structure, requiring only the design of a single meta-atom (which can be done semianalytically following our derivation).
Finally, it is important to note that although the syn-thesis and analysis presented herein were demonstrated using metagratings operating at microwave frequencies, the derivation and observations are not restricted to this frequency range. More than that, the same meta-atom structures have been used in the past to devise metasurfaces for terahertz and optical applications [12, [52] [53] [54] .
Hence, the presented analytical model could facilitate effective semianalytical design of novel low-loss, robust, ultrathin devices for field manipulation across the electromagnetic spectrum, with the highlighted physical observations guiding the synthesis to enhance performance by judicious choice of working points.
